Maestro with LOOKING GLASS
by

Accelerating the Drug Discovery Workflow
Whether you need to identify the right molecules for a protein or communicate findings with medicinal chemists, the
Maestro x Looking Glass integration helps computational chemists speed up the process for drug discovery. By
enabling users to seamlessly view molecular models in 3D without VR/AR headgear, the Looking Glass helps reduce the
time spent examining the wrong candidates.

Seamless, Easy, and Transformational
Getting started with the Looking Glass display is easy:
1. Plug in the Looking Glass
8.9” / 15.6”

2. Install Looking Glass Software

8K
LOOK.GLASS/HOLOPLAYSERVICE

USB Type-C

HDMI

USB Type-B

3. Open Maestro 2020.2

Maestro

2 x DisplayPorts

Enjoy 45 views with Looking Glass’ proprietary auto-stereoscopic light field technology. No glasses, no complicated setup,
and up to 12 simultaneous viewers on a single display.

Be a Part of the New Era
“The main advantage of Looking Glass is just how seamless it is and that the collaboration is so much easier. You
plug it in, you start Maestro and you have it in 3D [in the Looking Glass]. You don’t have to think about it. You can
leave it on all the time. You can be working in 2D and all of a sudden say, ‘hey, I wonder what this is like in 3D’ and
just turn your head a little bit. That’s transformational.”
-Pat Lorton, Chief Technology Officer, Schrödinger

Learn more at LOOK.GLASS/SCHRODINGER
Contact us at sales@lookingglassfactory.com
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Meet the LOOKING GLASS

Looking Glass 8.9”

Looking Glass 15.6” / Pro

Looking Glass 8K

Starting at $599

Starting at $3,000

Request Quote

A personal 8.9” holographic display

A 15.6” display system made for

At 4x the scale of anything else on the market,

built for any professional or in

developers and businesses to present

delivering an unparalleled 33.2 million pixels

conference room creating content in

complex content in the best possible

with over a billion-count color gamut at 60 Hz,

3D without strapping on a headset.

light.

the Looking Glass 8K is the largest and highest
resolution holographic display in the world.

Version Compatibility
Available from Maestro 2020-2

Supported Systems

64-bit Windows 10

64-bit macOS 10.12+

64-bit Linux — CentOS 7+ and Ubuntu 18.04+

We recommend running Maestro using a discrete graphics card for optimal performance.
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